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Item Unit Description Brand Buddys All Stars BSN Sports Gamma Sports

1 cs Balls -  Gamma Practice (NO SUB). Gamma                           CGB3 $46.80

2 cs Balls - Extra Duty - Wilson Wilson                             T1071 $61.40 

3 cs Balls - Tournament Yellow Penn Championship (region recommended - NO SUB) Penn                        
Championship $62.12 

4 ea

Cart - The GAMMA Brute™ Teaching Cart™ is designed to fit through the gates and doorways typically
found at tennis courts - heavy duty coated wire basket, chrome plated legs, padded handle, and bolted, 
durable rubber wheels with ball bearing swivel (including 2 with locking brake) are designed for everyday 
use on court - includes a convenient tray under the basket for storage. - Capacity : 325 Balls - Color : 
Black with chrome legs 

Gamma BHB $149.30 

5 ea Deluxe Center Strap -  features a buckle closure that prevents it from slipping once tensioned - maintains 
proper net center height. Gamma CCS $5.00 

6 ea Lob-ster 401 - tennis ball machine (2 ball settings, repeated shots, or nine spot random oscillation) - 2 year 
warranty Lobster 401 - 26.401 $799.00

+ FRT

7 ea Net - Aussie heavy duty vinyl coated headband. 3.0MM braided polyethylene net body - includes 7/8" 
diameter fiberglass dowels 42'L

Edwards Sports Products        
Aussie V521234374 $112.10 

8 ea Outback Double Center Net - 3.0 mm high density braided polyethylene net body, heavy duty vinyl coated 
headband, 5 rows of double center mesh, 5/8" diameter fiberglass dowels.  

Edwards Sports Products        
Outback Double Center         

V521234398
$137.90 

9 ea Pick-up - blue, steel, flip over handles to form stand, attached lid, 75 ball Gamma Hi-Rise Gamma Hi-Rise 75            Ball 
Hopper $24.63

10 ea

Score Reporter, Gamma - Premium Score Reporter is now available in an all metal construction for added
durability - Premium Score Reporter mast fits into a permanent socket that can be left on the net post - can 
be easily removed to prevent damage or theft - black and red numbers on white styrene cards are 
permanently retained to the mast on a wire loop to prevent lost or misplaced cards - name cards wipe off 
easily with dry erase markers (included). 

Gamma                   CPSR $38.95 

11 ea Score Reporter - Gamma replacement cards black and white - 4 x 8 styrene Gamma CSRFC $18.90 

12 ea
GAMMA Singles Sticks - provide proper 42-inch net height for singles play on a doubles court.  
Aluminum posts with durable, molded plastic end caps ensure years of use.  A 36-inch line marker on the 
label provides a reference for placement of the shingles sticks as well as a check for proper net height.  

Gamma CSSTK $21.06


